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Abstract

Objective: The study was to evaluate the immune effect and safety difference of cell culture-derived influenza vaccine from egg-derived by meta analysis; Methods: It selected the article about clinical trials through medline, embase, cochrane library, FEBM, clinicaltrials.gov; WHO, and International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number Registry. There was no language restrictions (update to Apr 25, 2016). The threshold should contain cell culture-derived or egg-derived influenza vaccine for human beings; Result: It showed enough immune effect and accepted safety by using cell culture-derived influenza vaccine, compared with egg-derived influenza vaccine; Conclusion: The cell culture-derived influenza vaccine could be used for human after clinical trials, not differ from egg-derived.
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Dear editor,

Here, we reported the assessment of cell culture-derived influenza vaccine (CCIV) from egg-derived by meta analysis, according to immune effect and safety. Since vaccination against influenza began in the 1930s with large scale availability in the United States beginning in 1945, it was almost 75-year using egg-derived influenza vaccine. Although it was a classical and effective method, the conventional egg-based manufacturing technology for seasonal influenza vaccines has several drawbacks, including inflexibility, viral mutations, inadequate supply egg, risk of contamination, and so on [1,2]. In 1995, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended to develop alternative influenza virus cultivation systems, specifically, to explore promising mammalian cell culture lines(Cell culture as a substrate for the production of influenza vaccines: Memorandum from a WHO meeting in 1995).

Cell-culture-derived influenza vaccine production methods could provide benefits over classical embryonated-egg technology, including a higher production capacity and the enough supply [3,4]. This study was to integrate the available evidence and to find identify whether there was difference between the two methods derived, about its safety and immunogenicity.

It selected the articles about clinical trials through medline, embase, cochrane library, FEBM, clinicaltrials.gov; WHO, and International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number Registry. There was no language restrictions (update to Apr 25, 2016). The threshold themes should contain cell culture-derived or egg-derived influenza vaccine for human beings. There were 89 articles included in this meta analysis. 18 of records identified through Embase database searching; 31 of additional records identified through Pubmed; 10 of records identified through the Cochrane central register of controlled trials; 15 of additional records identified through clinical trials.gov; 15 of records identified through FEBM database searching. After removing the duplication, 34 of them were left. According to the relativities of the abstract, only 18 essay were used to search for full text.

The references of all relevant articles, including reviews, were checked for further analysis. Importantly, we focused on randomized trials. If the article studied with single vaccine formulation, or tested individuals non-randomly, it wasn’t included in quantitative syntheses. Finally, we decided to perform the meta-analysis on 5 studies by screened the 18 full text [3,4,9].

The meta-analysis was done using RevMan (version 5.3) analyzing software. All articles heterogeneity was assessed using a chi-square-based Q statistic. The P-value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. If there was significant heterogeneity, outcome data from the trials were analyzed using a random effects model (DerSimonian-Laird) [3,4,9] to estimate the pooled RR. In the absence of heterogeneity, meta-analysis was performed using a fixed effects model (Mantel-Haenszel). Calculating the merger
ratio (odds ratio, OR) and 95% confidence area (confidence interval, 95% CI) were evaluated.

As for immunogenicity assessment, the seroconversion was the core concern. According to the Guidance for Industry: Clinical Data Needed to Support the Licensure of Seasonal Inactivated Influenza Vaccines, appropriate endpoints might be the hemagglutination inhibition (HI) antibody responses to each viral strain included in vaccine.

Rates of seroconversion, defined as the percentage of subjects with either a pre-vaccination HI titer <1:10 and a post-vaccination HI titer ≥1:140 or a pre-vaccination HI titer ≥1:10 and a minimum four-fold rise in post-vaccination HI antibody titer.

In those researches, if both seroconversion and seroresponse data were available, only seroconversion data were used, because they might be cut-off the baseline status (seroresponse also includes individuals with pre-vaccination immunity).

It showed the immunogenicity of cell culture-derived compared with egg-derived influenza vaccines in Figure I. The HI antibody seroconversion rate was calculated between these two groups. It found that there was no significant difference between these two groups, respectively, for H1N1, H3N2 and B Sub-types.

Since many studies reported mild and moderate adverse events together, they were divided into two different groups. On the other hand, many studies reported adverse events after the first and second dose separately, but reported together in some articles. In this analysis, we selected the higher data during the papers. In the end, the funnel plot to evaluate publication bias (Figure II).

Figure 1: The immunogenicity of cell culture-derived compared with egg-derived influenza vaccines
As for adverse events about safety, there were some clinical symptoms, including fever, headache, myalgia or muscle aches, malaise or fatigue (systemic reactions), injection-site pain and erythema or redness (local reactions). Those were defined as normal adverse events. Simultaneously, the serious adverse events were including shock, syncope, epilepsy, respiratory arrest and heart failure. After analysis, there was no significant difference in both normal and serious adverse events between two groups.

In summary, although the egg-derived influenza vaccine had been used for several decades, the cell culture-derived is a trend for future development of influenza vaccine. Due to the insufficient supply of embryonated chicken eggs, the preparation of large quantities of inactivated influenza vaccines will require an alternative virus culture system after the emergence or reemergence of a pandemic influenza virus [2,10-12]. In this meta-analysis, it compared cell culture-derived with egg-derived influenza vaccine, in clinical trails but not experimental details. There were 5 valuable articles update to update to Apr 25, 2016, about that theme. After Systematic Analysis, it found that the cell culture-derived influenza vaccine could stimulate the body to produce antibodies, which was enough for protection efficiency. Their seroconversion was consistent with egg-derived influenza vaccine results. Additionally, those results were steady for each three subtypes. The HI antibody titers weren’t low compared with the egg-derived group. As for safety assessment, there was no significant difference in both normal and serious adverse events between two groups. However, in the egg-derived group, it induced shock for one case. So it might be made a conclusion that cell culture-derived influenza vaccine had enough immunogenicity and evidenced safety. The new trend influenza vaccine should be strongly promoted and applied for population.

Conclusion

In this study, the immunogenicity and safe of culture-based and egg-raise inactivated viral influenza strains (H1N1, H3N2, B) was assessed by meta-analysis (Chi square/M-H), which provided additional support for the potential clinical application of the cell culture-based vaccine.
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